Skills release notes: August 2021

Explore all the recent updates to the Pluralsight Skills platform.

Stay ahead of the tech curve by joining our Pluralsight + A Cloud Guru product release webinar (opens in new tab) to introduce you to what’s new in Pluralsight Skills and ACG.

In this article
Learner releases
Leader releases
Mobile and offline app releases

Learner releases

Certifications
You can now find security certifications faster. In the Browse menu under the Spotlight section, you can find a list of security vendor pages. The pages will display a list of certifications and exam prep courses.

Search
Search has a new look. The new look includes a left hand navigation that filters by content type, skill level, and
Leader releases

Bulk adding teams to channel groups

Within the priorities experience, plan admins can now bulk add individuals or teams to multiple channels and channel groups. See Using priorities for details.

Mobile and offline apps

Stack up

Learners on both Android and iOS mobile devices can now put their skills to the test and compete with other technologists for a coveted spot on our leaderboard. Stack up makes learning and practicing new skills more fun by testing users' knowledge on some of the most popular technologies, languages, and frameworks.

Share this link to the downloads page (opens in new tab) with your team so they can see how they stack up.
Stack up

Test your tech skills against fellow Pluralsight users to see where you stack up on the leaderboard of greatness.

Choose your destiny
Pick a topic and answer as many questions correctly in a row.

The competition begins
Once you miss a question, today’s round is finished. No mulligans.

Stack up time
Claim your spot on the leaderboard and come back tomorrow and try again!

Choose your topic
Remind me tomorrow

Stack up

Choose your destiny...
What does the generic parameter in this code do?
this._http.get<IProduct[]>(this._productUrl)

- Defines a map object with key and value pairs containing the HTTP response

- Transforms a raw HTTP response to an array of products

- Passes additional data to the server with the http request
Crushed it! You are in 3rd place!
Try your luck again tomorrow.
Remind me

Dec 27, 2020 - Jan 3, 2021

1. Dan B.  196
2. Kalin N.  183
3. Ryan S.  172
4. Omar E.  165
If you need help, please email support@pluralsight.com for 24/7 assistance.